
Notes of Malaria Libre Jan’22 project 
meeting 

13th January 2022; 16:30-17:30 (Indian Standard 

Time) 

 Attendees: 
Participants: Sanjay Batra, Kishore Mohan, PP Yadav (CDRI, India); Atanu Ghoshal (TCGLS); Darren Creek, Carlo 
Giannangelo (Monash University, Australia); Shailja Singh (JNU, India); Andre Godoy, Caroline Aguiar (USP, Brazil); 

Natalie Hawryluk (Edgewise Therapeutics); Carolyn Friel, Chase Smith(MCPH,US); Antonio Mete( Medsyn Design); 
Issac Y Attah(U of Ghana); Muraleedharan (IIT-M); Martine Keenan(SYNthesis Research); Anna Sulakova, James 

Duffy, Jeremy Burrows, Dom Besson, Stephen Brand, Takeshi Yura and Kirandeep Samby (MMV) 
 

Action items from 13th Jan’22 meeting 
Action item Responsible group/scientist 

Design & synthesis of compounds around aryl 
imidazole & MMV1770436 series 

CDRI, TCGLS 

Generation of resistant mutants with 
MMV1804508(repeat study). Screen one more 

analog in Pf & r-bc1 

Akhil Vaidya 

Follow up meeting with Akhil to define next steps 
with MMV1804508 

Kiran (done, discussion points included as post 
meeting notes in the text) 

Screen 2-3 arylamide analogs in hERG patch clamp 
assay 

Kiran to coordinate with new set of potent 
compounds 

 
 

 
 
 

th 
Status of action items from 16 

th 
project meeting held on 11 

 

November



Discussion points: 
 
Kiran presented the general update on the following:  
ESAC feedback on the project 
Discussion points and decisions taken in the parasitology meeting & Medicinal Chemistry brainstorming session 
 
The main items on the agenda were to take a go/stop decision on Phenyl amide & cyclopropyl amide scaffold 
 
Aryl amide 
A recap of the medicinal chemistry & target deconvolution was shared. It was highlighted that MMV1901684 shows 
potent hERG inhibition and the modifications done in the RHS region have not led to improvement of antiplasmodial 
activity. Antonio Mete shared the SAR analysis and suggested few modifications based on the recent 3D7 LDH data of 
MMV1918860 & MMV1918860. It was also suggested that des chloro pyridine scaffold will help reduce the log D and 
may have positive impact on hERG liability. It was clarified that though the dataset is small. hERG inhibition in this series 
is due to the terminal basic centre and log D doesn’t have an impact (MMV1803899 & MMV693310 & MMV1901684) on 
it. It was decided that the synthesis of ongoing modifications & a few modifications suggested by Tony (on slide 12) will 
be completed before taking a decision. Main priority for TCG will be to work around aryl imidazole & MMV1770436 
analogs. 
 
Cyclopropyl amide 
Carlo presented briefly on the thermal proteomics work done on MMV1804508 & MMV1804743. 
Akhil discussed that no resistant parasites were observed after 8 weeks of exposure to 500nM MMV1804508 at 10^9 
parasites. The compound is most likely not binding to active sites in cytochrome b and may be binding to some other 
pockets of cyt bc complex. MMV1804508 is likely to have a reduced propensity to develop resistance and shows novelty. 
Joanne will repeat the experiment. Based on the availability of a few other analogs in stocks, Kiran will send 1-2 
compounds for profiling in Pf bc-1 and mammalian bc-1 assays. It will help understand the selectivity potential of these 
compounds. Shailja suggested to see if MMV1804508 and ATQ show synergy in growth assays. Andre highlighted that 
docking score of the compounds in cyt b or peptidase active sites using alpha model is not promising. Akhil suggested the 
use of molecular simulation studies to understand it better and Andre will investigate this possibility. Medicinal Chemistry 
efforts will be on hold till the time more clarity is obtained regarding resistance and mammalian selectivity. 
 
Post meeting notes: A separate meeting was held with Akhil to chart out the follow up plan. He will evaluate the possibility 
of generating a cocrystal structure and look at the data generated (phenotype of parasites) in the resistant studies more 
closely. He suggested to screen compounds in glu-gal assay to understand the cytotoxicity liability as a part of the 
screening flow. Mike can investigate the chemistry of these compounds. Akhil/Mike/Kiran to have a separate meeting in 
few weeks of time. 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  
 
 
 


